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ROCKETS SOARING WITH BEST OF THE WEST 

By Paul Flannery 

When Elton Brand signed with the Hawks last summer he figured he’d found a good situation. All he had 

to do was provide backup support for Al Horford and Paul Millsap on a team that was actually looking to 

make the playoffs. All in all it was a pretty good situation for a veteran who is basically living year to 

year. "Maybe play 15-20 minutes a game," Brand said before the Hawks played the Celtics. Then he 

laughed. What else could he do? 

Due to injuries to both of Atlanta’s star big men, Brand has been asked to log heavy minutes since the 

All-Star break. He had a vintage performance -- 20 points and 11 rebounds -- in a loss against the 

Wizards and he’s also recorded some big rebounding games, proving that he can still get it done. But 

Brand never figured he’d be asked to play 42 minutes as he did against the Knicks and the Bulls, or go 

another 34 in Boston on the second night of a back-to-back. 

That’s just the way things have gone for the Hawks since injuries began to wreck what had been a 

promising season. When Horford went out with a torn pectoral muscle he took every realistic chance 

the Hawks had of competing with the East’s top teams, but they’ve also been without Pero Antic, 

Gustavo Ayon, John Jenkins and Millsap. This was on top of playing stretches without Jeff Teague and 

DeMarre Carroll earlier in the season. 

The Hawks battled through these early injuries, but the losses have been coming more frequently. They 

dropped eight straight in February, often in excruciating fashion, and have fallen from a comfortable 

perch in third place in the East to battling it out with Charlotte and Brooklyn for sixth. Their struggles 

have even kept flickering postseason hopes alive in Detroit, Cleveland and New York. 

"We had that third place slot for a long time and we kind of babysat that for a while," Brand said. "Then 

the injuries kind of decimated the team, but the guys keep fighting." 

It would be a mistake to think that the Hawks are feeling sorry for themselves. There’s a difference 

between using injuries as an excuse and simply acknowledging the obvious. 

"We’ve lost some tough games," Brand said. "Wish we had won them, but guys compete. You look at 

the lineup sometimes, what we have because of injuries … Jeff’s back now, DeMarre’s back now but 

we’re playing and we’re competing. That’s all you can ask from a group like this." 

It would also be tempting to chalk this up as yet another lost season stuck in the mire of mediocrity that 

the Hawks have inhabited for generations. On the one hand it’s obviously looking that way, but on the 

other they’re still in the early stages of a rebuilding project that’s more rehabilitation than demolition. 

The Hawks have about $48 million committed to next year’s team per ShamSports, mostly allocated 

toward a half-dozen veterans ranging from Horford and Millsap to solid starters/role players like Kyle 

Korver and Lou Williams. GM Danny Ferry made a number of smart free agent decisions grabbing 

Millsap and Carroll on short-term deals and he was also able to retain Teague for a reasonable four-year, 



$32 million deal. The plan was to remain competitive without limiting their long-term flexibility. 

That should have worked if they could have stayed healthy, but Ferry is playing the long game here. He 

has all of his picks and can swap first rounders with the Nets this year and next. The cap numbers aren’t 

as wide open as teams like the Magic or Sixers, but Ferry can offer the chance to play alongside a proven 

star like Horford and in a stable system implemented by first-year coach Mike Budenholzer, whom he 

brought along from San Antonio. 

"His system is great and he works with us," Brand said. "He has a great mix of X’s and O’s and pushing us 

to be better. He’s a great fit for us." 

As the Hawks teeter on the brink of the playoffs, the franchise appears headed for a crossroads 

moment. Like any good Pop protege, Ferry has been tight-lipped about his future plans for the 

organization but there have been enough hints and rumors that indicate that he’s not content to sit 

back and win 40-45 games every year. The problem for a team like Atlanta is knowing when is the right 

time to make a big play, and having the assets and flexibility to make it work. 

Right now that answer seems to be someday. Getting a full season out of Horford is obviously crucial 

and figuring out what to do with Teague is also a big priority. His career has been a series of small steps 

forward, but he’s lost ground this year as his shooting numbers have suffered. Like most of the players 

on the roster, Teague provides solid value for his contract, but is there another level for the fifth year 

guard to reach? 

Korver and Millsap are both proven talents who have excelled in Atlanta, and Carroll has been an 

invaluable contributor. The rest of the roster features a hodgepodge of hopefuls like Mike Scott and 

Shelvin Mack who have played well in limited roles, but the only real prized prospect is rookie guard 

Dennis Schroeder, who has a long way to go. 

In his short time on the job, Ferry has quickly revamped the roster by dealing Joe Johnson, Marvin 

Williams and letting Josh Smith walk in free agency. The team he assembled on the fly is smart and 

tough. Adding talent to the existing core will be the hardest part, but Ferry has given himself options. 

As for this year, the Hawks should be getting Millsap back soon and that will help stabilize the rotation. 

They play hard every night and that should be enough to get them into the postseason. It’s not much 

but it’s a credit to Budenholzer and the players who have persevered. 

 


